**Summary of Key Discussion:**

- The London paper Realizing Self-Reliance is now taking the place of the expired ANDS in identifying the government’s development goals; Realizing Self-Reliance has approximately 61 metrics that can be broken down to short, mid, and long term; NPPs will be consolidated and reduced to 10 or so; The President asked the 5+3 donors for a portfolio assessment against priorities identified in the London paper;

  - The London paper Realizing Self-Reliance is now taking the place of the expired ANDS in identifying the government’s development goals; Realizing Self-Reliance has approximately 61 metrics that can be broken down to short, mid, and long term; NPPs will be consolidated and reduced to 10 or so; The President asked the 5+3 donors for a portfolio assessment against priorities identified in the London paper; TMAF replaced older development plans; donors are well coordinated now; the 5+3 and Heads of Agencies for all donors structures set up by Annex II of the Tokyo Framework eclipsed past coordination structures; JCMB and Cluster will likely be revised; JCMB is ceremonial; Cluster groups have not been meeting; JCMB could be good forum if properly utilized; Health sector works;

- TMAF Refresh – Donors are reactive and are awaiting the Afghans agenda; 61 points to be presented soon; There appears to be will and leadership required for reform; Management and implementation will be important; It must be coordinated downward through the government;

- Summer 2015 SOM for now; Short term measures for SOM; weekly 5+3 restarted; UNAMA chair; UNAMA was always central to 5+3; not a lot leadership; UK wants to lead; US participation is more passive, watching;

**Follow-up:**

- (b)(3), (b)(6), (b)

- (c)(C)